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We strongly object to this proposed legislation, on the grounds that it contravenes 

and infringes civil and religious liberties, and will have only seriously damaging 

consequences. An Australian Government has no right, whatsoever, to legislate to 

compel ministers of religion to disclose confidential information. 

Any law which compels a minister of religion to disclose a crime revealed in a 

confidential conversation, whether labelled “Confession” or not, appears to target 

religious persons in general, and Catholic priests in particular. Confidentiality in 

Confession is an essential protection for those who seek help for any manner of 

problem, either situational, emotional or spiritual. For Catholic priests, the Seal is 

inviolable. The discussion ought not to be about whether the Confidentiality Seal 

should be broken by law, but whether any such law would have any effectiveness. 

There is the fact that many Confessions are made anonymously. How is the priest 

to reveal, or to even know, the name of a confessing paedophile, when the person 

is hidden behind a screen, often with the explicit intention of remaining unknown 

to the priest? The legislation in such cases would be clearly unworkable. 

Furthermore, if one particular sin, which also happens to be a heinous crime, is to 

be disclosed to authorities under this legislation, in defiance of the Seal of the 

Confessional, why should not other sins/crimes also be compelled to be disclosed? 

The idea is clearly preposterous. It also makes no sense to drive away all potential 

penitents, and thus infringing the rights, and ignoring the needs, of all, especially 

by denying them their right to spiritual counsel. This would be an immediate and 

obvious result of the removal of the seal of confidentiality within Confession.  

More importantly, where would the victims of abuse themselves be able to go, in 

order to relate confidential information and expose their trauma, and to seek 

guidance and healing? The Confessional is currently one such place, but, stripped 

of confidentiality, it would become off-limits to these traumatised victims.  



This legislation is obviously being proposed because it is commonly believed that 

paedophiles escape justice for years, or decades, by simply confessing to their 

priests, receiving absolution, and then blithely continuing their obnoxious, 

predatory behaviour. The implication is that, by compelling priests to break the 

confidential Seal of the Confessional, the paedophiles’ crimes will be revealed and 

the criminals will be brought to justice, if not immediately, then at least sooner 

than otherwise. This common assumption, however, is flawed, since most 

predators themselves admit, anecdotally, that they do not confess, or have not 

comprehensively confessed, these sins at all, even if they did go to Confession.  

In the WA Jurist, referring in part to Marie Keenan’s, Child Sexual Abuse and the 

Catholic Church: Gender, Power and Organizational Culture (Oxford University 

Press, 2012), Keith Thompson notes that: 

... [George] Risdale said he never once confessed to his child abuse 

crimes... Risdale’s candour would not surprise Marie Keenan; eight out 

of nine of her informants said that while they did use the confessional 

to ease their consciences, they did not provide enough detail to identify 

their criminality. 

https://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/WAJurist/2017/3.pdf 

This same WA Jurist article also mentions the seemingly contrary evidence of 

Michael Joseph McArdle, another Australian paedophile priest, who, in a self-

serving appeal, claimed that he had confessed on 1,500 occasions, and to around 

thirty different priests.  

However, despite this apparently compelling evidence: 

McArdle’s affidavit was part of an extended plea in mitigation by his 

lawyer when seeking a lighter sentence after a delayed confession to 

the Police. 

https://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/WAJurist/2017/3.pdf 

In a Catholic Weekly article, Monica Doumit comments that: 

Firstly, the claim was made in an attempt to seek leniency in sentencing 

for his own crimes. 

Secondly, for the claim to be true, McArdle would have needed to be at 

confession on average every six days for 25 years, and confessing to 

abuse each time. 

https://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/WAJurist/2017/3.pdf
https://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/WAJurist/2017/3.pdf


Finally, any priest who had heard McArdle’s confession and who might 

be in a position to say that he did not confess to abuse would be bound 

by the seal so they could not challenge him. 

https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/monica-doumit-abusers-do-they-

confess-probably/ 

Even if McArdle’s admission/allegation is accepted as credible, the evidence still 

suggests that the majority, or even the vast majority, of child sex abusers never 

bother to properly confess. This renders the legislation virtually meaningless. 

Other anecdotal evidence suggests that, in such cases where priests have heard 

such Confessions, they have withheld absolution until the penitents have also 

confessed to Police.  Furthermore, any strongly-institutionalized homo-predation 

and paedophilia (as has been uncovered in the last few years, particularly in the 

US) would not go away simply because Confessor-priests have been made 

criminally-liable to prosecution. These cabals of abuse, abhorrent as they are, 

would close ranks even more tightly, and continue “business as usual”, preying on 

young men and boys, especially, and ignoring any new laws, just as they have for 

decades ignored existing laws. Only law-suits and strong penalties for the 

perpetrators, within the bounds of current legislation, are a sufficient deterrent. 

Glaringly obvious is yet another objection to this legislation. Not only would it 

render the trust that all penitents have in the Confessional Seal null and void, but 

it would be ultimately futile, since any paedophile offender, even if he/she 

happened to desire Confession, would not risk confessing the sin/crime with the 

knowledge that the priest, by law, must then report it to authorities. It would thus 

be counter-productive: scaring away all penitents, including those with most to 

hide from the law, as well as their victims. 

In addition, it is well-known that various other people, by their silence and inaction, 

allow predators to continue abusing their victims. These include close family 

members, who either refuse to see, refuse to act, or else feel powerless to change 

the situation. The legislation targets ministers of religion (and most especially 

Catholic priests) while at the same time ignoring the myriad of others who, being 

better placed to prevent it, instead enable the sin/crime of paedophilia to thrive 

and continue. 

https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/monica-doumit-abusers-do-they-confess-probably/
https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/monica-doumit-abusers-do-they-confess-probably/


This legislation must be opposed. It unfairly targets those of a religious persuasion, 

it violates an essential element of the Confessor/penitent relationship, including 

those of abuse victims, it seriously infringes religious and civil liberties, and it will 

do absolutely nothing to actually address the prevention of the crimes of 

paedophiles, since they would avoid Confession more than ever. In short, it would 

do vast harm and no good at all.  

It is important to reject this legislation. 




